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Abstract: We present a Lagrangian formulation for N = 8 superconformal field theories

in three spacetime dimensions that is general enough to encompass infinite-dimensional

gauge algebras that generally go beyond Lie algebras. To this end we employ Chern-

Simons theories based on Leibniz algebras, which give rise to L∞ algebras and are defined

on the dual space g∗ of a Lie algebra g by means of an embedding tensor map ϑ : g∗ → g.

We show that for the Lie algebra sdiff3 of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms on a 3-

manifold there is a natural embedding tensor defining a Leibniz algebra on the space

of one-forms. Specifically, we show that the cotangent bundle to any 3-manifold with

a volume-form carries the structure of a (generalized) Courant algebroid. The resulting

N = 8 superconformal field theories are shown to be equivalent to Bandos-Townsend

theories. We show that the theory based on S3 is an infinite-dimensional generalization of

the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson model that in turn is a consistent truncation of the full

theory. We also review a Scherk-Schwarz reduction on S2 × S1, which gives the super-

Yang-Mills theory with gauge algebra sdiff2, and we construct massive deformations.
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1 Introduction

Conformal field theories in three dimensions (3D) with large amounts of supersymmetry

are interesting for several reasons. These include the description of multiple M2 branes,

examples of the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence and as (possibly solvable) toy models for

conformal fixed points in condensed matter systems. There is no a priori reason why

such superconformal field theories (SCFT) should have a Lagrangian formulation, but

there are examples of Lagrangian SCFTs in 3D, notably the Aharony-Bergman-Jafferis-

Maldacena (ABJM) theories [1], which are Chern-Simons-matter theories featuring N = 6

supersymmetry and non-abelian gauge groups such as SU(N)×SU(N). These theories have

been employed extensively for applications of the type mentioned above, but they generally

do not exhibit the largest amount of supersymmetry expected to be possible, which is

N = 8 corresponding to 16 real supercharges. There is one non-trivial 3D N = 8 SCFT

Lagrangian with gauge group SO(4) = SU(2) × SU(2), the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson

(BLG) model [2, 3], but it has been proven that, under physically reasonable assumptions,

this model cannot be extended to include gauge groups of arbitrary rank, such as U(N)

for arbitrary N [4, 5]. Since such gauge groups are needed for the applications discussed

above, where N would be related to the number of M2 branes, or where one would like to

take the planar or N → ∞ limit, the BLG model has been of limited use, and it remains

puzzling why there is such an isolated point in the ‘space of Lagrangian SCFTs’.
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generalized  
Scherk-Schwarz on S3
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     -dimensional extension of BLG1
<latexit sha1_base64="snht05dN+up64G6G+yeqVnh3W/E=">AAAB5HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUF+4C2lEyaaUMzyZDcEYbSP3Aj4kbB7/EX/Bsz7WzaeiBwOOeEe88NEyks+v6vt7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5xWzs7bVqeG8RbTUptuSC2XQvEWCpS8mxhO41DyTjh9yP3OCzdWaPWMWcIHMR0rEQlG0UmdvlARZuVhperX/QXIJgkKUoUCzWHlpz/SLI25Qiaptb3AT3AwowYFk3xe7qeWJ5RN6ZjPFkvOybWTRiTSxj2FZKGu5GhsbRaHLhlTnNh1Lxf/83opRveDmVBJilyx5aAolQQ1yRuTkTCcocwcocwItyFhE2ooQ3eXvHqwXnSTtG/qgeNPt9VGrThCCS7hCmoQwB004BGa0AIGU3iDT/jyIu/Ve/c+ltEtr/hzASvwvv8A0NqK4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="snht05dN+up64G6G+yeqVnh3W/E=">AAAB5HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUF+4C2lEyaaUMzyZDcEYbSP3Aj4kbB7/EX/Bsz7WzaeiBwOOeEe88NEyks+v6vt7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5xWzs7bVqeG8RbTUptuSC2XQvEWCpS8mxhO41DyTjh9yP3OCzdWaPWMWcIHMR0rEQlG0UmdvlARZuVhperX/QXIJgkKUoUCzWHlpz/SLI25Qiaptb3AT3AwowYFk3xe7qeWJ5RN6ZjPFkvOybWTRiTSxj2FZKGu5GhsbRaHLhlTnNh1Lxf/83opRveDmVBJilyx5aAolQQ1yRuTkTCcocwcocwItyFhE2ooQ3eXvHqwXnSTtG/qgeNPt9VGrThCCS7hCmoQwB004BGa0AIGU3iDT/jyIu/Ve/c+ltEtr/hzASvwvv8A0NqK4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="snht05dN+up64G6G+yeqVnh3W/E=">AAAB5HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUF+4C2lEyaaUMzyZDcEYbSP3Aj4kbB7/EX/Bsz7WzaeiBwOOeEe88NEyks+v6vt7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5xWzs7bVqeG8RbTUptuSC2XQvEWCpS8mxhO41DyTjh9yP3OCzdWaPWMWcIHMR0rEQlG0UmdvlARZuVhperX/QXIJgkKUoUCzWHlpz/SLI25Qiaptb3AT3AwowYFk3xe7qeWJ5RN6ZjPFkvOybWTRiTSxj2FZKGu5GhsbRaHLhlTnNh1Lxf/83opRveDmVBJilyx5aAolQQ1yRuTkTCcocwcocwItyFhE2ooQ3eXvHqwXnSTtG/qgeNPt9VGrThCCS7hCmoQwB004BGa0AIGU3iDT/jyIu/Ve/c+ltEtr/hzASvwvv8A0NqK4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="snht05dN+up64G6G+yeqVnh3W/E=">AAAB5HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBG6KjMi6LLgxmUF+4C2lEyaaUMzyZDcEYbSP3Aj4kbB7/EX/Bsz7WzaeiBwOOeEe88NEyks+v6vt7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5xWzs7bVqeG8RbTUptuSC2XQvEWCpS8mxhO41DyTjh9yP3OCzdWaPWMWcIHMR0rEQlG0UmdvlARZuVhperX/QXIJgkKUoUCzWHlpz/SLI25Qiaptb3AT3AwowYFk3xe7qeWJ5RN6ZjPFkvOybWTRiTSxj2FZKGu5GhsbRaHLhlTnNh1Lxf/83opRveDmVBJilyx5aAolQQ1yRuTkTCcocwcocwItyFhE2ooQ3eXvHqwXnSTtG/qgeNPt9VGrThCCS7hCmoQwB004BGa0AIGU3iDT/jyIu/Ve/c+ltEtr/hzASvwvv8A0NqK4Q==</latexit>

�
M = S2 ⇥ S1

�
<latexit sha1_base64="/u69wbQlWIb97ETv6GxcAXKNMWs=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBFOxxjXEb9aiHxiDES5gJgl6EgBcvQiRmgUwSejpvkiY9C91vhBBy8Ve8iHhR8B/8Bf/GznJJYkFDUVXNe6/8RAqNjvNrra1vbG5tZ3ayu3v7B4f20XFNx6niUOWxjFXDZxqkiKCKAiU0EgUs9CXU/cHdxK8/g9Iijp5wmEArZL1IBIIzNFLHPvMkBJh/uK20ix6KEDSttF1PiV4fLzt2zik4U9BV4s5JjsxR7tg/XjfmaQgRcsm0brpOgq0RUyi4hHHWSzUkjA9YD0bT3cf0wkhdGsTKvAjpVF3IsVDrYeibZMiwr5e9ifif10wxuGmNRJSkCBGfDQpSSTGmkyJoVyjgKIeGMK6E2ZDyPlOMo6kra053lw9dJbViwTX88SpXys9LyJBTck7yxCXXpETuSZlUCScv5I18ki9rbL1a79bHLLpmzf+ckAVY339ox5MT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/u69wbQlWIb97ETv6GxcAXKNMWs=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBFOxxjXEb9aiHxiDES5gJgl6EgBcvQiRmgUwSejpvkiY9C91vhBBy8Ve8iHhR8B/8Bf/GznJJYkFDUVXNe6/8RAqNjvNrra1vbG5tZ3ayu3v7B4f20XFNx6niUOWxjFXDZxqkiKCKAiU0EgUs9CXU/cHdxK8/g9Iijp5wmEArZL1IBIIzNFLHPvMkBJh/uK20ix6KEDSttF1PiV4fLzt2zik4U9BV4s5JjsxR7tg/XjfmaQgRcsm0brpOgq0RUyi4hHHWSzUkjA9YD0bT3cf0wkhdGsTKvAjpVF3IsVDrYeibZMiwr5e9ifif10wxuGmNRJSkCBGfDQpSSTGmkyJoVyjgKIeGMK6E2ZDyPlOMo6kra053lw9dJbViwTX88SpXys9LyJBTck7yxCXXpETuSZlUCScv5I18ki9rbL1a79bHLLpmzf+ckAVY339ox5MT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/u69wbQlWIb97ETv6GxcAXKNMWs=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBFOxxjXEb9aiHxiDES5gJgl6EgBcvQiRmgUwSejpvkiY9C91vhBBy8Ve8iHhR8B/8Bf/GznJJYkFDUVXNe6/8RAqNjvNrra1vbG5tZ3ayu3v7B4f20XFNx6niUOWxjFXDZxqkiKCKAiU0EgUs9CXU/cHdxK8/g9Iijp5wmEArZL1IBIIzNFLHPvMkBJh/uK20ix6KEDSttF1PiV4fLzt2zik4U9BV4s5JjsxR7tg/XjfmaQgRcsm0brpOgq0RUyi4hHHWSzUkjA9YD0bT3cf0wkhdGsTKvAjpVF3IsVDrYeibZMiwr5e9ifif10wxuGmNRJSkCBGfDQpSSTGmkyJoVyjgKIeGMK6E2ZDyPlOMo6kra053lw9dJbViwTX88SpXys9LyJBTck7yxCXXpETuSZlUCScv5I18ki9rbL1a79bHLLpmzf+ckAVY339ox5MT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/u69wbQlWIb97ETv6GxcAXKNMWs=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBFOxxjXEb9aiHxiDES5gJgl6EgBcvQiRmgUwSejpvkiY9C91vhBBy8Ve8iHhR8B/8Bf/GznJJYkFDUVXNe6/8RAqNjvNrra1vbG5tZ3ayu3v7B4f20XFNx6niUOWxjFXDZxqkiKCKAiU0EgUs9CXU/cHdxK8/g9Iijp5wmEArZL1IBIIzNFLHPvMkBJh/uK20ix6KEDSttF1PiV4fLzt2zik4U9BV4s5JjsxR7tg/XjfmaQgRcsm0brpOgq0RUyi4hHHWSzUkjA9YD0bT3cf0wkhdGsTKvAjpVF3IsVDrYeibZMiwr5e9ifif10wxuGmNRJSkCBGfDQpSSTGmkyJoVyjgKIeGMK6E2ZDyPlOMo6kra053lw9dJbViwTX88SpXys9LyJBTck7yxCXXpETuSZlUCScv5I18ki9rbL1a79bHLLpmzf+ckAVY339ox5MT</latexit>

                               CS-matter 
gauge group SO(4),  BLG

D = 3, N = 8
<latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit>                     super YM 

    gauge group
D = 3, N = 8

<latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wVPuz/qkI93IfCP3/gtp5Ko/Hg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+prp0EyxCF6XMqGA3hYIuXEkF+4BOKZk004ZmJkOSUcrQ/3Aj4kbBL/EX/BvTdja2Hggczjnh3nP9mDOlHefHym1sbm3v5HcLe/sHh0d28bitRCIJbRHBhez6WFHOItrSTHPajSXFoc9px5/czP3OE5WKiehRT2PaD/EoYgEjWBtpYBdv65cVr4JSj2CO7mf12sAuOVVnAbRO3IyUIENzYH97Q0GSkEaacKxUz3Vi3U+x1IxwOit4iaIxJhM8ouli4Rk6N9IQBUKaF2m0UP/kcKjUNPRNMsR6rFa9ufif10t0UOunLIoTTSOyHBQkHGmB5u3RkElKNJ8agolkZkNExlhios2NCqa6u1p0nbQvqq7hD1elRjk7Qh5O4QzK4MI1NOAOmtACAs/wCh/waUnrxXqz3pfRnJX9OYE/sL5+AVZFjdU=</latexit>

SDi↵2(S
2) ' lim

N!1
SU(N)

<latexit sha1_base64="xTCEDzS/oVRJiWRC4H39SBbBD6c=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6kZki6M6CLlyVSu0DOnXIpJk2mMyMyR2lDPMvbvwVEUTcKOjfmD42tR4IHM45l5t7/FhwDbb9Yy0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC3/7mLktx6Y0jwKb2AYs64k/ZAHnBIwklc4T10lcf2SB0HmlUv12/IRdjWX7D7vCi69tOoq3h8AUSp6dHkYwDDDk5lGVqoeeYWifWyPgeeJMyVFNEXNK7y6vYgmkoVABdG649gxdFOigFPBsrybaBYTekf6LB2fl+FDI/VwECnzQsBjdSZHpNZD6ZukJDDQf72R+J/XSSA466Y8jBNgIZ0sChKBIcKjrnCPK0ZBDA0hVHHzQ0wHRBEKptG8Od35e+g8aZaPHcOvT4qV0rSEHNpHB6iEHHSKKugK1VADUfSM3tAn+rKerBfr3fqYRBes6cwemoH1/QvWUaFj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTCEDzS/oVRJiWRC4H39SBbBD6c=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6kZki6M6CLlyVSu0DOnXIpJk2mMyMyR2lDPMvbvwVEUTcKOjfmD42tR4IHM45l5t7/FhwDbb9Yy0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC3/7mLktx6Y0jwKb2AYs64k/ZAHnBIwklc4T10lcf2SB0HmlUv12/IRdjWX7D7vCi69tOoq3h8AUSp6dHkYwDDDk5lGVqoeeYWifWyPgeeJMyVFNEXNK7y6vYgmkoVABdG649gxdFOigFPBsrybaBYTekf6LB2fl+FDI/VwECnzQsBjdSZHpNZD6ZukJDDQf72R+J/XSSA466Y8jBNgIZ0sChKBIcKjrnCPK0ZBDA0hVHHzQ0wHRBEKptG8Od35e+g8aZaPHcOvT4qV0rSEHNpHB6iEHHSKKugK1VADUfSM3tAn+rKerBfr3fqYRBes6cwemoH1/QvWUaFj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTCEDzS/oVRJiWRC4H39SBbBD6c=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6kZki6M6CLlyVSu0DOnXIpJk2mMyMyR2lDPMvbvwVEUTcKOjfmD42tR4IHM45l5t7/FhwDbb9Yy0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC3/7mLktx6Y0jwKb2AYs64k/ZAHnBIwklc4T10lcf2SB0HmlUv12/IRdjWX7D7vCi69tOoq3h8AUSp6dHkYwDDDk5lGVqoeeYWifWyPgeeJMyVFNEXNK7y6vYgmkoVABdG649gxdFOigFPBsrybaBYTekf6LB2fl+FDI/VwECnzQsBjdSZHpNZD6ZukJDDQf72R+J/XSSA466Y8jBNgIZ0sChKBIcKjrnCPK0ZBDA0hVHHzQ0wHRBEKptG8Od35e+g8aZaPHcOvT4qV0rSEHNpHB6iEHHSKKugK1VADUfSM3tAn+rKerBfr3fqYRBes6cwemoH1/QvWUaFj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTCEDzS/oVRJiWRC4H39SBbBD6c=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6kZki6M6CLlyVSu0DOnXIpJk2mMyMyR2lDPMvbvwVEUTcKOjfmD42tR4IHM45l5t7/FhwDbb9Yy0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC3/7mLktx6Y0jwKb2AYs64k/ZAHnBIwklc4T10lcf2SB0HmlUv12/IRdjWX7D7vCi69tOoq3h8AUSp6dHkYwDDDk5lGVqoeeYWifWyPgeeJMyVFNEXNK7y6vYgmkoVABdG649gxdFOigFPBsrybaBYTekf6LB2fl+FDI/VwECnzQsBjdSZHpNZD6ZukJDDQf72R+J/XSSA466Y8jBNgIZ0sChKBIcKjrnCPK0ZBDA0hVHHzQ0wHRBEKptG8Od35e+g8aZaPHcOvT4qV0rSEHNpHB6iEHHSKKugK1VADUfSM3tAn+rKerBfr3fqYRBes6cwemoH1/QvWUaFj</latexit>

Figure 1. Web of various theories.

In this paper we revisit 3D N = 8 theories with the goal to include infinite-dimensional

gauge groups, which are not covered by the no-go results of [4, 5]. There is in fact a

generalization of the BLG model, due to Bandos and Townsend [6], in which the gauge

group is given by the volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of a 3-manifold (subject to certain

topological constraints), and which takes the structural form of a Chern-Simons-matter

theory in 3+3 dimensions. Surprisingly, since its discovery in 2008 this theory has attracted

little attention. Perhaps one reason for this is that the formulation of [6] is not manifestly

local: in order to write a Chern-Simons-like action new fields are needed that can only non-

locally be expressed in terms of the fundamental fields. Accordingly, the theory has been

termed ‘exotic’ in [6], because it is not obtained as an abstract Yang-Mills theory based on

a Lie algebra. As one of the main results of this paper, we present a universal and local

formulation of N = 8 superconformal Lagrangians that is applicable to infinite-dimensional

gauge algebras and that contains all currently known N = 8 SCFTs, including Bandos-

Townsend theories, as special cases. We will then show that the Bandos-Townsend theory

based on S3 provides a generalization of the BLG model, in which the SO(4) gauge group

becomes part of an infinite-dimensional gauge symmetry, realized on an infinite number of

fields, and of which the BLG model is a consistent truncation. In addition, it was already

discussed in [6] that for the S2 × S1 theory Scherk-Schwarz reduction on S1 yields a 3D

N = 8 super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SDiff2, which in turn can be viewed as

the N →∞ limit of SU(N) gauge theories (see, e.g., [7]). A web of these theories and how

they can be derived from the SDiff3 ‘parent theory’ is indicated in the figure below.

The formulation to be developed here is based on novel algebraic structures beyond

Lie algebras, using in a simpler setting techniques that have recently been developed in ‘ex-

ceptional field theory’ [8–11], the U-duality covariant formulation of maximal supergravity,

which in turn is based on double field theory [12–16] and generalized geometry [17–20].
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Specifically, we employ the recent construction of Chern-Simons theories in [21, 22] based

on so-called Leibniz-Loday algebras [23], which are generalizations of Lie algebras that give

rise to L∞ algebras [24] (see [25] for an introduction to L∞ algebras). In the cases of interest

the Leibniz-Loday algebras are derived from a Lie algebra by means of an embedding tensor

formulation [21], which in turn generalizes techniques to infinite-dimensional contexts that

were introduced in a finite-dimensional setting in gauged supergravity [26–28].

For the convenience of the reader, we now summarize the general data needed in order

to define an N = 8 SCFT and what constraints they are subject to. The general data are

• a (generally infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra g;

• an embedding tensor map ϑ : g∗ → g, where g∗ is the dual space to g;

• a g representation ρv : R→ R, v ∈ g, on a space R with g-invariant bilinear form 〈· , ·〉.

Provided these data satisfy certain constraints to be discussed shortly,1 they define alge-

braic structures including Leibniz-Loday algebras that are sufficient in order to define a

Lagrangian for an N = 8 superconformal field theory. Specifically, the embedding tensor

ϑ defines a bilinear, not necessarily antisymmetric product on g∗ by

ω ◦ η ≡ ad∗ϑ(ω)η , (1.1)

where ω, η ∈ g∗, and ad∗ is the coadjoint representation of g on g∗. Alternatively, the

embedding tensor can be viewed as a map Θ : g∗ ⊗ g∗ → R, defined by

Θ(ω, η) ≡ −ω(ϑ(η)) , (1.2)

in terms of the natural pairing between g∗ and g. We assume this map to be symmetric.

The embedding tensor ϑ in general is not an isomorphism, and therefore the Lie algebra

structure on g cannot be transported to a Lie algebra structure on g∗. However, provided

the following quadratic constraint is satisfied, it is transported to a Leibniz-Loday structure

on g∗ [29], which is sufficient in order to define a Chern-Simons gauge theory. In addition,

in order to define a complete N = 8 Lagrangian, an invariant 4-tensor on the representation

space R needs to satisfy a linear constraint, and thus in total the above data are subject

to the following constraints:

(1) Quadratic constraint : the product (1.1) needs to be compatible with the Lie bracket

[·, ·] on g in that

ϑ(ω ◦ η) =
[
ϑ(ω), ϑ(η)

]
. (1.3)

(2) Linear constraint: with the above data, the representation space R universally carries

an invariant 4-tensor, which is defined in terms of (1.2) and the map π : R ∧R→ g∗

1Here we use a rather liberal notion of ‘dual space’. Since in the interesting cases g will be infinite-

dimensional it is generally a subtle question how the dual space g∗ should be defined precisely. All we

need is that g∗ is a representation space of g (coadjoint representation), with an invariant pairing ω(v) ∈ R
between a vector v ∈ g and a covector ω ∈ g∗. In particular, the pairing does not even need to be

non-degenerate.
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defined for φ1, φ2 ∈ R, v ∈ g by π(φ1, φ2)(v) = 〈φ1, ρvφ2〉, which is antisymmetric

due to the invariance of the bilinear form. The invariant 4-tensor given by

{φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4} ≡ Θ(π(φ1, φ2), π(φ3, φ4)) , (1.4)

needs to be totally antisymmetric.

In the case that the Lie algebra g is finite-dimensional the above provides an invari-

ant (or index-free) formulation of the conventional embedding tensor formalism [26–28],

which has already been used to construct conformal and non-conformal supersymmetric

3D theories and to derive them from the corresponding gauged supergravities [30–32]. It

should be pointed out that the original formulation by Bagger and Lambert was based on a

so-called ‘3-algebra’, a trilinear bracket satisfying a quadratic constraint (‘the fundamental

identity’) [2]. This is contained in the above formulation since, given the invariant metric

on R, one can view the 4-tensor (1.4) as a map (3-bracket) R ∧ R ∧ R → R, obeying the

fundamental identity as a consequence of the quadratic constraint (1.3). Moreover, picking

the Lie algebra so(n), which is a global symmetry of the free N = 8 SCFTs with n matter

multiplets, and taking R to be the vector representation, the ‘3-algebra’ formulation is

fully equivalent to the embedding tensor formulation. Indeed, in this case one has the iso-

morphism so(n) ' R ∧R, which is given by the above map π, and therefore the 3-bracket

can be derived from the embedding tensor and vice versa. In contrast, for more general

representations, and certainly for infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, the map π will gener-

ally not be invertible. One may always construct a ‘3-bracket’ from the 4-tensor (1.4), but

conversely the embedding tensor, which is needed in particular to write the Chern-Simons

action, generally cannot be reconstructed from the 3-bracket. Thus, the embedding tensor

formulation appears to be more general.

In the remainder of this introduction we will briefly outline how the SCFTs based

on the algebra sdiff3 of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of a 3-manifold are described

within the above framework, and in which sense such theories can be viewed as ‘higher’

gauge theories. We first note that one cannot define directly a Yang-Mills or Chern-Simons

theory for a Lie algebra of (infinitesimal) diffeomorphisms, because this requires an invari-

ant bilinear form, which for diffeomorphism algebras generally do not exist. Consequently,

g and g∗ are typically not equivalent. For the special case of volume-preserving diffeo-

morphisms of a 3-manifold (subject to certain topological assumptions) there actually is

an invariant bilinear form, but it is non-local. A manifestly local formulation can instead

be obtained by defining the gauge structure on g∗, which we here take to be the space

of one-forms on the 3-manifold. There is then a natural embedding tensor, for which the

symmetric bilinear form (1.2) is given by Θ(ω, η) ∝
∫
ω ∧ dη, which is manifestly diffeo-

morphism invariant.

In order to further elucidate the emergence of ‘higher’ algebra structures let us point

out that our choice of g∗ is larger than is conventional for the ‘dual space’. The dual space

is more conventionally defined as the space of one-forms modulo exact one-forms, so that

the pairing between vectors and covectors is non-degenerate. Then, however, one would

have to work with fields taking values in equivalence classes. If one is willing to do so,
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there is a conventional Lie algebra formulation, but one has to abandon manifest locality,

as we will discuss in more detail. The route taken here, which is common in physics, is

to work with fields living on the larger space but to impose a gauge redundancy. Then

there is a perfectly local formulation, but with a gauge structure that is governed by an L∞
algebra rather than a Lie algebra. For the case at hand, we will show that the cotangent

bundle T ∗M for any 3-manifold M equipped only with a volume form provides (a mild

generalization of) a Courant algebroid, which in turn gives rise to an L∞ structure [19].

Thus, the gauge algebras of the SCFTs based on sdiff3 are governed in particular by a

non-trivial ‘3-bracket’ encoding the failure of the ‘2-bracket’, the antisymmetric part of

the Leibniz product (1.1), to satisfy the Jacobi identity. Taking R to be the space of

functions on the 3-manifold, there is also the 4-tensor (1.4) and hence a trilinear bracket

on R, which turns out to be the Nambu bracket [39], but it should be emphasized that

the latter bracket is not directly related to the 3-bracket defining the gauge algebra; in

fact, they are not even defined on the same space. To illuminate this point, consider the

BLG model, for which the trilinear bracket, the ‘3-algebra’ of [2], is given by the invariant

epsilon tensor of SO(4), i.e., {φ1, φ2, φ3}a = εabcdφ1bφ2cφ3d. The gauge algebra, on the

other hand, is the Lie algebra structure on so(4)∗ that is transported via the embedding

tensor ϑ(t̃ab) = 1
2εabcdt

cd from the Lie algebra so(4), where tab and t̃ab are the generators

and dual generators, respectively. Being a Lie algebra, this trivially defines an L∞ algebra

whose 3-bracket is identically zero.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we develop the general

formulation of N = 8 SCFTs, starting from a Lie algebra g and constructing, via an

embedding tensor, a Leibniz-Loday algebra that is sufficient in order to define gauge the-

ories. In particular, we show that these general structures are sufficient in order to prove

N = 8 supersymmetry. In section 3 we specialize to the Lie algebra of volume-preserving

diffeomorphisms on a 3-manifold, and we show that there is a natural embedding tensor

satisfying all constraints. We then show that the resulting theories are equivalent, modulo

some topological assumptions, to the Bandos-Townsend theories. In section 4 we con-

sider truncations and deformations of the general framework. Specifically, we consider the

mode expansion of the sdiff3 SCFTs for S3 and show that the BLG model is a consistent

(generalized Scherk-Schwarz) truncation. Conversely, the full Bandos-Townsend theory for

S3 provides an infinite-dimensional generalization of the BLG model. We also review the

S2×S1 model, whose Scherk-Schwarz reduction on S1 yields a 3D N = 8 super-Yang-Mills

theory with gauge group SDiff2, and we discuss massive deformations that preserve N = 8

supersymmetry. In the conclusion section we discuss possible generalizations.

2 Maximal 3D superconformal field theories

We define the 3D N = 8 superconformal field theory for the general data given in the

introduction. In the first subsection we review how an embedding tensor satisfying the

quadratic constraint defines a Leibniz-Loday algebra and a gauge invariant Chern-Simons

action. In the second subsection we introduce a representation R with invariant metric

and show that with these data one can universally define an invariant 4-tensor, which in
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turn satisfies a quadratic identity as a consequence of the quadratic constraint. With these

structures we are able to define in the third subsection the complete N = 8 Lagrangian

and prove supersymmetry.

2.1 Embedding tensor and Leibniz-Chern-Simons theory

Our starting point is a (generally infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra g, with Lie brackets

[·, ·], and its dual space g∗. As mentioned in the introduction, we only need a weak notion

of dual space, meaning that it is a representation space (coadjoint representation) with

a pairing between covector and vector (giving a real number) that is invariant under the

combined adjoint and coadjoint action. Writing v, w ∈ g for vectors and ω, η ∈ g∗ for

covectors, the pairing is written as ω(v) ∈ R. The coadjoint representation is denoted by

ad∗w, and denoting collectively by δw the adjoint and coadjoint action we have

δw(ω(v)) ≡ (ad∗wω)(v) + ω([w, v]) = 0 . (2.1)

Moreover, being a representation, the coadjoint action also satisfies [ad∗v, ad∗w] = ad∗[v,w].

We now assume the existence of an embedding tensor, a linear map

ϑ : g∗ → g , (2.2)

that in general is not invertible. Generally, since ϑ is not an isomorphism, the Lie algebra

structure on g cannot be transported to a Lie algebra structure on g∗. There is, however,

a natural bilinear operation defined in (1.1),

ω ◦ η ≡ ad∗ϑ(ω)η . (2.3)

We will now show that this product defines a Leibniz-Loday algebra, which means that the

following Jacobi-type identity holds

(ω1 ◦ ω2) ◦ ω3 + ω2 ◦ (ω1 ◦ ω3)− ω1 ◦ (ω2 ◦ ω3) = 0 , (2.4)

provided the embedding tensor satisfies the quadratic constraint (1.3),

ϑ(ω ◦ η) =
[
ϑ(ω), ϑ(η)

]
. (2.5)

The proof proceeds by noting that the left-hand side of the Leibniz relation (2.4) can be

rewritten as

ad∗ϑ(ω1◦ω2)
ω3 −

[
ad∗ϑ(ω1)

, ad∗ϑ(ω2)

]
ω3 = ad∗

ϑ(ω1◦ω2)−
[
ϑ(ω1),ϑ(ω2)

]ω3 = 0 , (2.6)

using that ad∗ is a representation of g.

The Leibniz relation (2.4) can be interpreted as saying that the action of g∗ on itself,

defined by

δωη ≡ ω ◦ η , (2.7)
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closes in that [δω1 , δω2 ] = δω1◦ω2 . Moreover, defining the symmetric and antisymmetric

parts of the Leibniz product,

[ω, η] ≡ 1

2
(ω ◦ η − η ◦ ω) ,

{ω, η} ≡ 1

2
(ω ◦ η + η ◦ ω) ,

(2.8)

this closure relation can also be written as [δω1 , δω2 ] = δ[ω1,ω2] as a consequence of the

left-hand side being manifestly antisymmetric. As a consistency check we note that sym-

metrizing (2.5) in ω, η, the right-hand side vanishes, and we thus learn

ϑ({ω, η}) = 0 . (2.9)

Thus, the symmetrized Leibniz product lives in the kernel of ϑ and hence defines a trivial

action. As in [21] we find it convenient to represent the ideal of such trivial vectors as the

image of a linear operator D, so that we can write

{ω, η} =
1

2
D(ω • η) , (2.10)

with a new bilinear operation •. The Leibniz action (2.7) is then trivial for D-exact gauge

parameters, δDχ = 0.

The relation between the Lie algebra on g and the Leibniz algebra on g∗ can be sum-

marized as follows: if the symmetric part of the Leibniz product is non-zero the embedding

tensor map ϑ has a non-trivial kernel, in particular is not an isomorphism, in agreement

with the Leibniz algebra not being a Lie algebra. Conversely, if the symmetric part of the

Leibniz product vanishes, the relation (2.4) reduces to the Jacobi identity, and the Leibniz

algebra becomes a Lie algebra. The quadratic constraint (2.5) then says that ϑ is a Lie

algebra homomorphism.

For the subsequent constructions it will be important to also interpret the embedding

tensor as a symmetric tensor

Θ : g∗ ⊗ g∗ → R , (2.11)

defined by

Θ(ω, η) ≡ −ω(ϑ(η)) , (2.12)

using the pairing between vector and covector on the right-hand side. This tensor is

invariant under the Leibniz action (2.7) as a consequence of the quadratic constraint (2.5):

δωΘ(η1, η2) ≡ Θ(ω ◦ η1, η2) + Θ(η1, ω ◦ η2)
= −(ω ◦ η1)(ϑ(η2))− η1(ϑ(ω ◦ η2))
= −(ad∗ϑ(ω)η1)(ϑ(η2))− η1([ϑ(ω), ϑ(η2)])

= 0 ,

(2.13)

using (2.1) in the last step. Moreover, from the symmetry of Θ, the definition (2.12)

and (2.9) it immediately follows that

Θ(ω, {η1, η2}) = 0 , (2.14)

or, equivalently, Θ(ω,Dχ) = 0. Thus, Θ is generally degenerate.
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We are now ready to define a 3D Chern-Simons theory for one-form gauge fields

Aµ ∈ g∗, taking values in the space carrying a Leibniz algebra structure. The gauge

transformations are given by

δλAµ = Dµλ − Dλµ , (2.15)

with covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ −Aµ ◦, where λ ∈ g∗ and λµ lives in the space in which

the bilinear operation • takes values. With respect to the above structures, we can write

the Chern-Simons action

SCS =

∫
d3x εµνρ Θ

(
Aµ, ∂νAρ −

1

3
Aν ◦Aρ

)
. (2.16)

Note that the Leibniz product in the cubic term can be replaced by the antisymmetric

bracket, but it should be recalled that this bracket does not define a Lie algebra. However,

despite this bracket not satisfying the Jacobi identity, the above action is gauge invariant

due to Θ satisfying (2.14); see [21] for a more detailed derivation. The general variation

of (2.16) w.r.t. δAµ reads

δASCS =

∫
d3x εµνρ Θ(δAµ, Fνρ) , (2.17)

with the field strength, taking values in g∗,

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ −
[
Aµ, Aν

]
+ · · · , (2.18)

where the ellipsis denotes terms that are D exact and hence drop out of (2.17) because

of (2.14). (We could introduce two-forms to render (2.18) fully gauge invariant, building a

tensor hierarchy, but this is not needed for the following construction.)

2.2 Matter fields and invariant four-tensor

We now introduce matter fields that live in some representation R of the Lie algebra g.

We denote the elements of R by φ1, φ2, etc., and the representation by δvφ ≡ ρvφ, so that

[ρv, ρw] = ρ[v,w] . (2.19)

Moreover, we assume that R carries an invariant metric 〈 , 〉, so that 〈ρvφ1, φ2〉 =

−〈φ1, ρvφ2〉. This metric encodes the kinetic term of the matter fields, and therefore it

needs to be positive definite in order to define a ghost-free theory, but mathematically the

following construction goes through for any signature. In the full interacting theory to be

constructed the gauge structure is governed by the Leibniz algebra on g∗ rather than the

Lie algebra on g, but the representation ρ induces, by means of the embedding tensor, a

natural action of the Leibniz algebra on R: for λ ∈ g∗ we set

δλφ = ρϑ(λ)φ . (2.20)

As a consequence of the quadratic constraint (2.5) and ρ being a representation, thus

satisfying (2.19), it immediately follows that these transformations close according to the
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Leibniz algebra structure, [δλ1 , δλ2 ] = δλ1◦λ2 . Again, we could replace the Leibniz product

on the right-hand side by the antisymmetric bracket, using that by (2.9) the symmetric

part acts trivially.

In the remainder of this subsection we will show that the representation R universally

carries a 4-tensor that is invariant under the Leibniz action (2.20). We first note that there

is a canonical map π : R⊗R→ g∗ defined by its pairing with v ∈ g,

(π(φ1, φ2))(v) = 〈φ1, ρvφ2〉 = −〈ρvφ1, φ2〉 , (2.21)

where φ1, φ2 ∈ R, and we used the invariance of the metric 〈 , 〉 on R. This map is thus

antisymmetric and can hence also be viewed as a map π : R ∧ R → g∗. As a consequence

of this map being defined ‘intrinsically’, in terms of invariant objects, it follows that it

transforms ‘covariantly’ by the coadjoint representation,2

δwπ(φ1, φ2) ≡ π(ρwφ1, φ2) + π(φ1, ρwφ2) = ad∗w(π(φ1, φ2)) . (2.22)

We now define a 4-tensor {·, ·, ·, ·} : R⊗4 → R in terms of the embedding tensor Θ as

{φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4} ≡ Θ(π(φ1, φ2), π(φ3, φ4)) . (2.23)

It follows from the invariance (2.13) of Θ under the Leibniz action and the covariance (2.22)

of the map π that the above 4-tensor is invariant under the Leibniz algebra action (2.20).

Moreover, this tensor is manifestly antisymmetric in its first two and its second two ar-

guments and symmetric under exchange of the two pairs of arguments. Thus, in terms of

Young tableaux, it lives in the symmetric tensor product

( ⊗ )sym = ⊕ . (2.24)

While supersymmetry requires that this tensor only lives in the totally antisymmetric part,

the quadratic identities to be derived now hold in all generality.

Given the invariant metric 〈 , 〉 on R we can also view this tensor as a map {·, ·, ·} :

R⊗3 → R defined by

〈{φ1, φ2, φ3}, φ4〉 = {φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4} . (2.25)

It should not cause any confusion that we denote both maps by curly parenthesis, since it

can always be inferred from the number of arguments which map is meant.

We will now prove the ‘fundamental identity’

0 =
∑

sym

{{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}, φ2, φ3, φ4} , (2.26)

2There is actually a subtlety here due to the vector/covector pairing in general being degenerate. The

relations (2.21) may thus not uniquely define the map π. We assume here that π has been chosen so that

it transforms covariantly as in (2.22). More generally, any choice of π satisfying (2.21) transforms as (2.22)

up to contributions that vanish upon paring with a vector. This ambiguity is, however, irrelevant for the

subsequent construction, since π will only appear as an argument of the embedding tensor Θ, which is

defined in (2.12) by means of the same pairing, so that this ambiguity drops out.
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where the sum implements the symmetries of φ1, . . . , φ4 according to (2.24), i.e., it an-

tisymmetrizes the pairs [φ1, φ2] and [φ3, φ4] and symmetrizes w.r.t. the exchange of both

pairs. Note that the outer parenthesis indicates the map defined in (2.23), and the inner

parenthesis the map defined by (2.25). The fundamental identity is a direct consequence

of the invariance of the 4-tensor under the Leibniz action and the fact that this action

w.r.t. π(ϕ1, ϕ2) ∈ g∗ can be written in terms of the ‘3-bracket’ (2.25) as

δπ(ϕ1,ϕ2)φ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, φ} . (2.27)

Indeed, with this formula, varying the 4-tensor under δπ(ϕ1,ϕ2) yields the right-hand side

of (2.26), which gives zero by the above-mentioned invariance of the 4-tensor. To complete

the proof it remains to prove (2.27). To this end we recall ω(ϑ(η)) = −Θ(ω, η) and compute

〈δπ(ϕ1,ϕ2)φ1, φ2〉 = 〈ρϑ(π(ϕ1,ϕ2))φ1, φ2〉
= −π(φ1, φ2)(ϑ(π(ϕ1, ϕ2)))

= Θ(π(ϕ1, ϕ2), π(φ1, φ2))

= {ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1, φ2}
= 〈{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}, φ2〉 ,

(2.28)

using (2.25) in the last step. Since this holds for arbitrary φ2 and the metric 〈 , 〉 is non-

degenerate, (2.27) follows.

So far our discussion has been completely general, so that the resulting structures may

be relevant for theories with less than maximal or no supersymmetry. We now turn to the

special case that the above 4-tensor is totally antisymmetric, as will be required for the

N = 8 supersymmetry to be discussed momentarily, in which case there is an alternative

form of the fundamental identity. We then have

{{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}, φ2, φ3, φ4} = −{φ2, φ3, φ4, {ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}}
= −〈{φ2, φ3, φ4}, {ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}〉
= −〈{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1}, {φ2, φ3, φ4}〉
= −{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1, {φ2, φ3, φ4}} ,

(2.29)

where we used the total antisymmetry in the first line, the defintion (2.25) in the second

and fourth line, and the symmetry of the metric in the third line. Under the sum
∑

sym

that antisymmetrizes over the arguments φ1, . . . , φ4 the left-hand side vanishes by (2.26).

We thus obtain, for a totally antisymmetric 4-tensors, the following form of the fundamen-

tal identity ∑

sym

{ϕ1, ϕ2, φ1, {φ2, φ3, φ4}} = 0 , (2.30)

where the sum antisymmetrizes over φ1, . . . , φ4.

2.3 N = 8 supersymmetry

We now define the complete N = 8 superconformal field theory Lagrangian and prove

supersymmetric invariance. The matter fields, which are scalars and Majorana spinor fields
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under the SO(1, 2) Lorentz group (with signature (−++)), live in the representation R, with

invariant metric 〈 , 〉. Moreover, the scalar fields φI , I = 1, . . . , 8, transform in the vector

representation 8v of the SO(8) R-symmetry group, the spinors ψA, A = 1, . . . , 8, transform

in the spinor representation 8s, and the supersymmetry parameter εȦ, Ȧ = 1, . . . , 8, in

the conjugate spinor representation 8c. The SO(8) gamma matrices are ΓI
AȦ

and their

transpose Γ̄I
ȦA

, satisfying the familiar relations, and we define ΓIJ = Γ[I Γ̄J ], etc. The

gamma matrices of the Lorentz group SO(1, 2), which commute with the ΓI , are denoted

by γµ. Due to the spinor fields being Majorana, we have relations like ψ̄γµχ = −χ̄γµψ and

ψ̄χ = χψ̄ and hence ψ̄ ΓIε = ε̄ Γ̄Iψ. Note that here and in the following we will usually

suppress the SO(8) spinor indices, which can always be restored by recalling the SO(8)

representation of the spinors involved, but we will display the vector indices. In general,

we follow the spinor conventions of [6].

We begin by giving the free (ungauged) Lagrangian for the scalar and spinor fields,

L0 = −1

2
〈∂µφI , ∂µφI〉 −

i

2
〈ψ̄, γµ∂µψ〉 , (2.31)

which is invariant, up to total derivatives, under the N = 8 supersymmetry transformations

δεφ
I = iψ̄ΓIε , δεψ = γµΓI∂µφ

Iε . (2.32)

This follows by a quick computation, using that the spinorial supersymmetry parameter ε

and the ΓI are just numbers w.r.t. the representation R and hence can be freely moved in

and out of the inner product. The gauged theory is now obtained by introducing gauge

vectors Aµ ∈ g∗ and promoting the partial derivatives to covariant derivatives,

Dµ = ∂µ − ρϑ(Aµ) . (2.33)

These covariant derivatives satisfy

[Dµ, Dν ] = −ρϑ(Fµν) , (2.34)

with the field strength defined in (2.18). Due to this non-commutativity, the action is no

longer supersymmetric: a field strength term is generated. This term can be cancelled by

adding a Chern-Simons term, which varies as (2.17), and assigning appropriate supersym-

metry transformations to the gauge vectors. These then have to be varied inside covariant

derivatives, whose cancellation in turn requires higher-order couplings in the scalars, which

can be efficiently written in terms of the 4-tensor (2.23) and the 3-bracket (2.25). The total

Lagrangian reads

L = − 1

2
〈DµφI , Dµφ

I〉 − i

2
〈ψ̄, γµDµψ〉+

1

2
LCS

− i

4
{φI , φJ , ψ̄,ΓIJψ} − 1

12
〈{φI , φJ , φK}, {φI , φJ , φK}〉 ,

(2.35)

with supersymmetry rules

δεφ
I = iψ̄ ΓIε ,

δεψ = γµ ΓIDµφ
Iε+

1

6
{φI , φJ , φK}ΓIJKε ,

δεAµ = −iε̄ γµ Γ̄Iπ(ψ, φI) .

(2.36)
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Note that the supersymmetry rules for Aµ ∈ g∗ are naturally written in terms of the map

π : R ∧R→ g∗ defined in (2.21).

In the remainder of this section we will show that the proof of supersymmetric invari-

ance can be entirely formulated in terms of the invariantly defined maps of the previous

subsection, so that the above theory in particular is valid for infinite-dimensional gauge

groups (subject to the quadratic and linear constraint). We first consider the variation of

the fermion kinetic term, which gives a new contribution due to the non-commutativity of

covariant derivatives:

δεLψ =
i

2
ε̄ γµν Γ̄I〈ψ, [Dµ, Dν ]φI〉

= − i
2
ε̄ γµν Γ̄I〈ψ, ρϑ(Fµν)φI〉

= − i
2
ε̄ γµν Γ̄I(π(ψ, φI))(ϑ(Fµν)) ,

(2.37)

recognizing the map (2.21) in the last step. This is cancelled by the Chern-Simons term

that varies according to (2.17) as

δεLCS = εµνρ Θ(δεAµ, Fνρ)

= −εµνρ(δεAµ)(ϑ(Fνρ))

= εµνρiε̄ γµ Γ̄Iπ(ψ, φI)(ϑ(Fνρ)) .

(2.38)

This cancels (2.37), provided we pick a pre-factor of 1
2 for the Chern-Simons term and

use conventions with γµν = εµνργρ. Next, the supersymmetry variation of the gauge field

inside the scalar kinetic term produces a φ3ψ contribution that needs to be cancelled from

the supersymmetry variation of the fermion kinetic term due to the extra term in δψ and

through the lowest-order variation of the Yukawa coupling. The variation of the scalar

kinetic term reads

δεSφ = 〈DµφI , ρϑ(δεAµ)φ
I〉 = (π(DµφI , φI))(ϑ(δεAµ))

= Θ(δεAµ, π(φI , DµφI))

= −iε̄γµΓ̄JΘ(π(ψ, φJ), π(φI , DµφI))

= −iε̄γµΓ̄J{ψ, φJ , φI , DµφI} ,

(2.39)

while the variation of the fermion kinetic term becomes

δεSψ = − i
6
ε̄ Γ̄IJK〈{φI , φJ , φK}, γµDµψ〉

= − i
6
ε̄ Γ̄IJK{φI , φJ , φK , γµDµψ}

=
i

2
{φI , φJ , ψ̄, γµDµφ

K}ΓIJKε ,

(2.40)

where we integrated by parts and used the antisymmetry of {·, ·, ·, ·} in its last two argu-

ments. Finally, we have to compute the variation of the Yukawa couplings proportional to
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φ2ψ̄ψ under the variation lowest order in scalars:

δεSYukawa = − i
2
{φI , φJ , ψ̄,ΓIJΓKγµDµφ

K}ε

= − i
2
{φI , φJ , ψ̄,ΓIJKγµDµφ

K}ε+ iε̄γµΓ̄J{ψ, φJ , φI , Dµφ
I} .

(2.41)

Here we used the SO(8) gamma matrix identity

ΓIJΓK = ΓIJK − 2 δK[IΓJ ] , (2.42)

and the total antisymmetry of the 4-tensor. The first term on the right-hand side of (2.41)

cancels against (2.40), and the second term on the right-hand side of (2.41) cancels

against (2.39). Note, in particular, that this cancellation required the total antisymmetry

of the 4-tensor, which is the first time this assumption is needed, and hence this linear

constraint is required by supersymmetry.

Finally, we turn to the terms of the structural form φ5ψ. One source for such terms is

the variation of the Yukawa couplings under the term in δεψ cubic in φ. Using the gamma

matrix identity

ΓIJΓKLP = ΓIJKLP − 6 δ[I[KΓLP ]J ] − 6 δI[Kδ|J |LΓP ] , (2.43)

this gives three contributions: proportional to Γ5, Γ3 and Γ1. The first two vanish as a a

consequence of the fundamental identity in the form (2.30). The final one proportional to

Γ1 yields

δεSYukawa =
i

2
{φI , φJ , ψ̄, {φI , φJ , φK}}ΓKε . (2.44)

This precisely cancels against the supersymmetry variation of the scalar potential.

3 SDiff3 superconformal field theory

In this section we introduce the N = 8 superconformal field theories based on the Lie

algebra of (infinitesimal) volume-preserving diffeomorphisms on a 3-manifold. In the first

subsection we show that there is natural embedding tensor on the dual space of one-forms

that satisfies the quadratic constraint. The space of one-forms thus forms a Leibniz-Loday

algebra and carries an associated L∞ structure, realizing the axioms of a (generalized)

Courant algebroid, which will be discussed in the second subsection. The complete theory

will be given in the final subsection, where we show that it is equivalent to the Bandos-

Townsend theory.

3.1 Volume-preserving diffeomorphisms

We consider the group SDiff3 of volume preserving diffeomorphisms on a 3-manifold carry-

ing a volume-form but no further a priori structure. In particular, we do not use a metric,

because a metric cannot be SDiff3 invariant. The volume form gives rise to invariant tensors

εijk ≡ eεijk , εijk ≡ e−1εijk , (3.1)
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where ε is the constant Levi-Civita symbol with ε123 = ε123 = 1, and e(y) a function on

the 3-manifold M3 with coordinates yi, i = 1, 2, 3, measuring the volume. The Lie algebra

sdiff3 of the group SDiff3 is generated by vector fields vi(y) having zero divergence:

∂i(ev
i) = 0 . (3.2)

The Lie algebra structure on sdiff3 is given by the familiar Lie bracket of vector fields,

[v, w]i = vj∂jw
i − wj∂jvi , (3.3)

which preserves the zero-divergence condition (3.2). Natural representations of this Lie

algebra include all actions on tensor fields generated by Lie derivatives, as for instance on

functions f or one-forms ω = ωidy
i:

Lvf = vi∂if , Lvωi = vj∂jωi + ∂iv
jωj , (3.4)

which close according to (3.3).

The Lie algebra of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of an arbitrary n-manifold does

not carry an invariant metric. Indeed, the naive candidate 〈v, w〉 =
∫

dny e gijv
iwj ob-

tained by picking a metric gij for which
√

det g equals the given volume element, is not

invariant under all volume-preserving diffeomorphisms but only under its (necessarily finite-

dimensional) isometry (sub-)group. Since in order to write a conventional Yang-Mills or

Chern-Simons gauge theory one needs a Lie algebra carrying an invariant bilinear form

it follows that one cannot formulate a gauge theory based on the volume-preserving dif-

feomorphisms of an arbitrary n-manifold. 3-manifolds are special in that, under certain

topological assumptions, there is an invariant bilinear form, as will be reviewed below, but

this bilinear form is non-local. A manifestly local formulation, without any topological

assumptions, can instead be obtained by transporting the Lie algebra structure on vector

fields to a Leibniz-Loday algebra (and thus an L∞ structure) on the dual one-forms.

We thus consider the space g∗ of one-forms dual to the Lie algebra g ≡ sdiff3 defined

above. The pairing between vectors v and covectors ω is given by

ω(v) =

∫
d3y e ιvω , (3.5)

where ιvω = viωi, and the coadjoint representation is given by Lie derivatives (3.4) acting

on one-forms, under which this pairing is manifestly invariant. Let us emphasize that here

we use a more extensive notion of ‘dual space’ in that the above pairing is degenerate: it

vanishes for any exact one-form, df(v) = 0, as follows by integration by parts and (3.2).

Accordingly, in the literature the dual space to g ≡ sdiff3 is more conventionally identified

with the quotient space of one-forms modulo exact one-forms [37]. However, in the present

context it is convenient to stay on the space of all one-forms and to interpret the ‘modding

out of exact forms’ as a gauge redundancy, which indeed emerges naturally in the formula-

tion below. By a slight abuse of the usual nomenclature, we continue to refer to the space

of one-forms as the dual space.
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We next have to define an embedding tensor ϑ : g∗ → g. Given the volume form (3.1)

there is a natural such map given, for η ∈ g∗, by

ϑ(η)i ≡ εijk∂jηk . (3.6)

Clearly, ϑ(η) ∈ g since ∂i(eϑ(η)i) = εijk∂i∂jηk = 0. This map gives rise to an associated

bilinear form,

Θ(ω, η) ≡ −ω(ϑ(η)) = −
∫
ω ∧ dη , (3.7)

which is a natural diffeomorphism invariant bilinear form on one-forms. Note that this

bilinear form is degenerate in that

Θ(df, η) = 0 ∀η , (3.8)

in agreement with the fact that there is no isomorphism between g and g∗ and that the

Lie algebra structure on g cannot be transported to g∗.

We are now ready to define the Leibniz algebra as above by means of the coadjoint

action, which is here given by Lie derivatives,

ω ◦ η ≡ Lϑ(ω)η . (3.9)

This relation implies that, upon pairing with a vector v,

(ω ◦ η)(v) = Θ(ω,Lvη) . (3.10)

To verify this we start from the right-hand side and use the manifest covariance of ϑ and

the invariance of the pairing,

Θ(ω,Lvη) = −ω(ϑ(Lvη)) = −ω(Lv(ϑ(η))) = ω(Lϑ(η)v)

= −(Lϑ(η)ω)(v) = −(η ◦ ω)(v) = (ω ◦ η)(v) ,
(3.11)

where the last equality follows from the pairing being zero for the symmetric, trivial part

of the Leibniz product.

We next have to verify that the quadratic constraint (2.5) is satisfied. To this end

it is convenient to write the Leibniz product (3.9) more explicitly, using some invariant

notation. Given the volume form, there is a canonical map ? : g→ Ω2 from divergence-free

vector fields to (closed) 2-forms, in local coordinates given by

(? v)ij ≡ εijkv
k . (3.12)

The embedding tensor (3.6) then satisfies

? ϑ(ω) = dω . (3.13)

There is also a canonical map × : g ∧ g→ g∗ defined by

v × w ≡ −ιv(?w) ⇒ (v × w)i = εijk v
jwk , (3.14)
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where we displayed the expression in local coordinates. This ‘cross product’ is mapped

under ϑ to (minus) the Lie bracket on g,

ϑ(v × w) = −[v, w] , (3.15)

as follows by a quick computation using the zero-divergence conditions (3.2). A consequence

of this relation and the symmetry of Θ is that for any vectors v, w and covector ω

(v × w)(ϑ(ω)) = −Θ(ω, v × w) = ω(ϑ(v × w)) = −ω([v, w]) . (3.16)

Using the above formulae and ‘Cartan’s magic identity’ for Lie derivatives acting on

forms, Lv = ιv d + d ιv, we then compute

ω ◦ η = Lϑ(ω)η = ιϑ(ω)(dη) + d(ιϑ(ω)η) = ιϑ(ω)(? ϑ(η)) + d(ιϑ(ω)η) , (3.17)

and thus by means of (3.14)

ω ◦ η = −ϑ(ω)× ϑ(η) + d(ιϑ(ω)η) . (3.18)

This formula is intriguing in that the first term, which is manifestly antisymmetric, looks

like the so(3) Lie algebra, but of course differs from it in two important respects: first, in

absence of a metric, the product × does not map vectors to vectors but rather to one-forms;

second, the insertions of the map ϑ are needed. Consequently, the first term by itself does

not define a Lie algebra. However, acting with ϑ on (3.18) and using (3.15) one learns that

the quadratic constraint is satisfied,

ϑ(ω ◦ η) =
[
ϑ(ω), ϑ(η)

]
, (3.19)

and hence, by the general arguments of section 2, (3.18) defines a Leibniz-Loday algebra.

3.2 L∞ algebra and Courant algebroid

In order to further elucidate the above algebraic structure on the space g∗ of one-forms, we

will now discuss its associated L∞ structure and show that it provides a novel realization

of a Courant algebroid. First, let us display the symmetric and antisymmetric parts (2.8),

which can be read off from (3.18):

[ω, η] = −ϑ(ω)× ϑ(η) +
1

2
d(ιϑ(ω)η − ιϑ(η)ω) ,

{ω, η} =
1

2
d(ω • η) ,

(3.20)

with the symmetric pairing

ω • η ≡ ιϑ(ω)η + ιϑ(η)ω . (3.21)

We thus identified the pairing implicitly defined in (2.10) for the symmetric part of the

product, where D is given by the de Rham differential d. By explicit computation one

finds relations for Leibniz products in which one factor is exact:

ω ◦ df = d(ω • df) ,

df ◦ ω = 0 .
(3.22)
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Moreover, with the above formulas one may compute the failure of the bracket to satisfy

the Jacobi identity (the ‘Jacobiator’):

Jac(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≡ 3[[ω[1, ω2], ω3]] =
1

2
d
(
[ω[1, ω2] • ω3]

)
. (3.23)

Although the Jacobi identity is not satisfied, and hence the bracket [·, ·] does not

define a Lie algebra, this algebraic structure defines a strongly homotopy Lie algebra or

L∞ algebra, as we will show in the following. A L∞ algebra is defined on a graded vector

space X, which we here take to be

X = X1 +X0 , (3.24)

where the subscripts denote the grading, and X0 = g∗ is the space of one-forms on which

the Leibniz algebra is defined. The space of degree one will be taken to be the space of

smooth functions (zero-forms) on the 3-manifold, X1 = C∞(M3). In order to specify the

L∞ structure on this space, we have to define multilinear, graded antisymmetric maps or

brackets `i, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . indicates the number of arguments, of intrinsic degree i−2,

satisfying certain quadratic generalized Jacobi identities. The only non-trivial `1 maps X1

to X0 and is given by `1 = d. The map `2 is given, for both arguments in X0, by the above

bracket, while for one argument f ∈ X1 and one argument ω ∈ X0 it can be written in

terms of the bilinear operation (3.21),

`2(ω, η) = [ω, η] , `2(ω, f) =
1

2
ω • df . (3.25)

There are no further 2-brackets compatible with the grading. The second relation in here

is fixed by the L∞ relation stating that `1 acts as a derivation on `2(·, ·),

`1(`2(f, ω)) = `2(`1(f), ω) + (−1)|f |`2(f, `1(ω)) = `2(`1(f), ω) , (3.26)

where the second equality holds because of `1 acting trivially on X0. Using (3.22) we may

now verify that this L∞ relation is satisfied for (3.25). Finally, the 3-bracket is determined

from the L∞ relation

Jac(ω1, ω2, ω3) + `1(`3(ω1, ω2, ω3)) = 0 . (3.27)

Comparing with (3.23) we thus infer

`3(ω1, ω2, ω3) = −1

2
[ω[1, ω2] • ω3] . (3.28)

The claim is that the above generalized brackets `i, i = 1, 2, 3, define an L∞ algebra,

with no higher brackets needed. Instead of discussing the explicit verification of this claim

in more detail, in the following we show that this algebraic structure on one-forms defines

(a mild generalization of) a Courant algebroid, so that it follows from the theorem in [19]

(or the more general results in [38]) that this defines an L∞ algebra.

We begin by recalling the definition of a Courant algebroid, using the ‘alternative’

definition given in [20]. A Courant algebroid is a vector bundle E → M equipped with
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a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ), a bilinear (not necessarily antisymmetric)

operation ◦ on Γ(E), and an anchor map ρ : E → TM , so that the following axioms hold

for x, y, z ∈ Γ(E):

(i) Γ(E) is a Leibniz algebra w.r.t. ◦

(ii) ρ(x ◦ y) = [ρ(x), ρ(y)]

(iii) x ◦ fy = f(x ◦ y) + (ρ(x)f)y , f ∈ C∞(M)

(iv) x ◦ x =
1

2
D(x, x)

(v) ρ(x)(y, z) = (x ◦ y, z) + (y, x ◦ z)

(3.29)

where D is implicitly defined by

(Df, x) = ρ(x)f . (3.30)

For our example we can take E = T ∗M and ρ = ϑ. The quadratic constraint (3.19)

is then equivalent to (ii) and implies the Leibniz algebra relations (i). The relation (iii)

follows by a quick computation from the original definition (3.9) of the Leibniz algebra. To

satisfy (iv) we have to identify D = d and take the metric to be

(ω, η) ≡ ω • η , (3.31)

for which (3.30) holds. Finally, (v) follows from the fact that the symmetric pairing is

manifestly covariant under the action of the Lie derivative w.r.t. ϑ(ω). This completes

the proof that for an arbitrary 3-manifold M with a volume form, the cotangent bundle

E = T ∗M together with the Leibniz product defined above and the anchor map given by

the embedding tensor (3.6) satisfies the above axioms. It then follows with the theorem

in [19] that the cotangent bundle naturally carries an L∞ structure with the highest bracket

being a 3-bracket. More precisely, the above structure defines a mild generalization of a

Courant algebroid in that the definition usually takes the anchor map to be a bundle map,

which means that it is compatible with the projection onto each fibre. Since the embedding

tensor map (3.6) involves the derivative of a one-form, it does not define a bundle map,3

but it may be verified that the proof in [19] does not actually depend on this assumption.

3.3 Bandos-Townsend theories

We will now investigate the N = 8 superconformal field theory defined in section 2 for

the above embedding tensor (3.6), (3.7) and show that the resulting theory is equivalent

to the Bandos-Townsend theory constructed in [6] — at least under favorable topological

assumptions. We begin by inspecting the topological sector given by the Leibniz-Chern-

Simons theory based on a gauge vector taking values in the space g∗ of one-forms. Thus,

the gauge fields are ‘one-form-valued’ one-forms,

A(x, y) = Aµi(x, y)dxµ ⊗ dyi . (3.32)

3We thank Alan Weinstein for pointing this out to us.
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The gauge transformations (2.15) then read

δAµi = ∂µλi − (Aµ ◦ λ)i − ∂iλµ , (3.33)

where we recalled, from the previous subsection, that D = d in terms of the internal de

Rham differential. The gauge symmetry parameterized by λµ implements the redundancy

that one-forms related by exact one-forms are physically indistinguishable, as alluded to in

the paragraph containing (3.5). Employing the L∞ structures discussed above, (3.33) can

also be written in terms of λ ∈ X0, λµ ∈ X1 as

δAµ = ∂µλ − `2(Aµ, λ) − `1(λ̃µ) , (3.34)

where we defined λ̃µ = λµ + 1
2Aµ • λ ∈ X1.

In order to relate to the formulation in [6] we write for the image of the gauge fields

under the embedding tensor map ϑ,

sµ
i ≡ ϑ(Aµ)i = εijk∂jAµk . (3.35)

Acting with ϑ on (3.33) and writing ξ = ϑ(λ) we obtain with the quadratic constraint (3.19)

δsµ = ∂µξ − [sµ, ξ] . (3.36)

In particular, [·, ·] is now a genuine Lie bracket and the additional one-form redundancy

with parameter λµ has disappeared, so this is a conventional Yang-Mills gauge transforma-

tion. Indeed, the formulation in [6] starts with the Lie algebra g = sdiff3 and introduces

Yang-Mills gauge fields sµ taking values in g, from which the gauge fields Aµ are derived

via (3.35), assuming that the corresponding de Rham cohomology is trivial. The present

formulation circumvents the need for such topological assumptions by viewing the Aµ as

the fundamental fields, which requires taking the underlying gauge algebra to be a Leibniz

algebra rather than a Lie algebra.

Let us now verify that with the above identifications the Chern-Simons action (2.16),

SCS =

∫
d3x εµνρ Θ

(
Aµ, ∂νAρ −

1

3
Aν ◦Aρ

)
, (3.37)

coincides with the Chern-Simons-like action given in [6]. We first consider the quadratic

term, which can be rewritten by use of (3.7) as

Θ(Aµ, ∂νAρ) = −Aµ(ϑ(∂νAρ)) = −Aµ(∂νϑ(Aρ)) = −Aµ(∂νsρ) , (3.38)

where we used that the external derivatives commute with the internal derivatives defining

sdiff3 (note that the volume measure e continues to depend only on y). Thus, in form

notation we have
∫

d3x εµνρ Θ
(
Aµ, ∂νAρ) = −

∫
d3y e

∫
Ai ∧ dsi = −

∫
d3y e

∫
dsi ∧Ai . (3.39)
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For the cubic term we compute with the quadratic constraint (3.19)

Θ(Aµ, Aν ◦Aρ) = −Aµ(ϑ(Aν ◦Aρ)) = −Aµ([ϑ(Aµ), ϑ(Aρ)]) = −Aµ([sν , sρ])

= (sν × sρ)(ϑ(Aµ)) = (sν × sρ)(sµ)

=

∫
d3y e εijk sµ

isν
jsρ

k ,

(3.40)

where we used (3.16) in the second line. Thus, in form notation w.r.t. to the external space,

the total Chern-Simons action (3.37) reads

SCS = −
∫

d3y e

(∫
dsi ∧Ai +

1

3
εijk s

i ∧ sj ∧ sk
)
, (3.41)

which agrees with the Chern-Simons-like action given in [6], see their eq. (3.3).4

Let us note in passing that under the same topological assumptions that allowed for

the above match with the Chern-Simons-like action of Bandos-Townsend, the latter action

actually also has a conventional Chern-Simons interpretation, provided we accept a non-

local bilinear form. (See also [34] for a related discussion.) To see this we recall from (3.12)

that the volume form associates to any divergence-free vector field v a closed 2-form ? v.

Assuming again that the corresponding de Rham cohomology is trivial, ? v is exact and

hence there is a one-form ωv so that

? v = dωv . (3.42)

We then have the bilinear invariant defined as the integral over a natural 3-form,5

〈v, w〉 ≡
∫

(? v) ∧ d−1(?w) , (3.43)

where under the integral we can take d−1(?w) ≡ ωw. The ambiguity due to ωw being

only well-defined up to a closed one-form is immaterial under the above integral thanks

to ? v being closed. Given this bilinear form, we can write a conventional (but non-local)

Chern-Simons action for the Yang-Mills gauge fields sµ,

SCS =

∫
d3x εµνρ

〈
sµ, ∂νsρ −

1

3
[sν , sρ]

〉
. (3.44)

Noticing that the previously introduced gauge fields are according to (3.42) related by

? sµ = dAµ ⇔ d−1(? sµ) = Aµ , (3.45)

it is then easy to verify, using (3.13), (3.15), that this Chern-Simons action is equivalent

to (3.41). Again, the advantage of the Leibniz-Chern-Simons formulation that treats the

one-form-valued gauge fields as fundamental is that this formulation is manifestly local and

4More precisely, the sign of the first term differs, but this is field redefinition equivalent because we can

send A→ −A but keep s unchanged, i.e., define s = −ϑ(A) in terms of the new A.
5This bilinear form is known as the helicity or Hopf invariant and arises, for instance, in hydrodynam-

ics [37].
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does not require any topological assumptions beyond the existence of a volume form. Thus,

the formulation based on Leibniz algebras exists for any orientable 3-manifold. Moreover,

using (3.43) one may formulate sdiff3 Yang-Mills theories in, say, D = 4, and it would

be interesting to investigate whether there are similar ‘dual’ formulations that circumvent

topological constraints.

After this digression, let us now turn to the matter couplings. The representation

space is given by the space of functions (zero-forms) on the 3-manifold, R = C∞(M), with

the invariant metric defined for functions f, g ∈ C∞(M) by the integral

〈f, g〉 ≡
∫

d3y e f g . (3.46)

In order to determine the map π : R ∧R→ g∗ defined in (2.21) we compute

π(f ∧ g)(v) =

∫
d3y e π(f ∧ g)i v

i = 〈f,Lvg〉

=

∫
d3y e fvi∂ig =

1

2

∫
d3y e

(
f∂ig − g∂if

)
vi ,

(3.47)

from which we read off

π(f ∧ g) =
1

2
(f dg − g df) ∈ g∗ . (3.48)

In particular, dπ(f ∧ g) = df ∧dg. We can then determine the invariant 4-tensor, recalling

Θ(ω, η) = −
∫
ω ∧ dη, as follows

{f, g, h, k} ≡ Θ(π(f, g), π(h, k)) = −
∫
f dg ∧ dh ∧ dk . (3.49)

Next, we derive from this a 3-bracket, i.e., a map R⊗R⊗R→ R, by use of the invariant

metric (3.46) according to

{f, g, h, k} = 〈{f, g, h}, k〉 =

∫
d3y εijk ∂if ∂jg ∂kh k , (3.50)

where we integrated by parts. We now read off the 3-bracket

{f, g, h} = εijk ∂if ∂jg ∂kh , (3.51)

which is precisely the Nambu bracket [39]. With these expressions for the 3-bracket and

inner product it is easy to verify that the N = 8 Lagrangian (2.35) precisely agrees with

that given in [6].

4 Consistent truncations and deformations

In this section we consider consistent truncations of SDiff3 theories. In the first subsection

we take the 3-manifold to be S3 and discuss the expansion into a complete set of spherical

harmonics, together with possible consistent truncations to a subset of modes. We show

that the only consistent truncation to a finite subset of S3 modes yields the BLG model

with SO(4) gauge group. In the second subsection we take the 3-manifold to be S2×S1 and

show that a Scherk-Schwarz reduction on S1, which breaks conformal invariance, yields a

Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SDiff2, which is the N →∞ limit of SU(N).
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4.1 Spherical harmonics on S3 and the BLG model

We consider the 3-manifold S3, which can be embedded into R4 through four embedding

coordinates Za(y), a = 1, . . . , 4,

ZaZa = 1 . (4.1)

A simple explicit parameterization is given by

Za =
(
y1, y2, y3,

√
1− |y|2

)
, (4.2)

where |y| denotes the euclidean 3-norm. The volume measure e can then be obtained from

the round sphere metric, which is the induced metric

gij ≡ ∂iZ
a∂jZ

a = δij +
yiyj

1− |y|2 , (4.3)

via

e ≡
√

det g =
1√

1− |y|2
. (4.4)

It should be recalled that only this volume measure is needed in order to define the SDiff3

theory, and the metric should therefore be viewed as an auxiliary object. The Za satisfy

further relations. First, they are orthonormal in that

〈Za, Zb〉 =

∫
d3y eZaZb =

1

4
δab . (4.5)

Here a comment on normalization is in order. We re-interpret all integrals of the previous

subsection to be normalized by the volume of the 3-sphere of unit radius,
∫
→ 1

2π2

∫
, in-

cluding the integral defining the pairing (3.5) between vector and covector and that defining

the inner product (3.46). The normalization of (4.5) is then compatible with (4.1). Next,

with (4.2) and (4.4) we have Z4 = e−1, ∂iZ
4 = −eZi, i = 1, 2, 3, and using these equations

one may quickly verify that the Nambu bracket (3.51) for the embedding coordinates takes

the simple form

{Za, Zb, Zc} = εabcdZd , (4.6)

in terms of the SO(4) invariant epsilon tensor [33, 35].

We next turn to the complete set of spherical harmonics on S3, which can be directly

constructed in terms of polynomials of arbitrary degrees in the Za. The scalars φ in the

representation space C∞(M) can then be expanded as

φ(x, y) =
∞∑

`=0

φa1...a`(x)Za1(y) · · ·Za`(y) , (4.7)

where the coefficients φa1...a` are totally symmetric and traceless, owing to the con-

straint (4.1). The expansion for the fermions ψ is completely analogous. The expansion

for the gauge fields reads

Aµi(x, y) =

∞∑

`=1

Aµa1...a`,b(x)Za1 · · ·Za`∂iZb , (4.8)
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where the coefficients live in the Young-tableaux representation (`, 1) under SO(4), i.e.,

they are traceless and satisfy Aµ(a1...a`,b) = 0. The totally symmetric part is a total inter-

nal derivative and hence pure gauge w.r.t. the gauge symmetry encoded in the last term

in (3.33). Such expansions make it plain that, from the viewpoint of a 3D field theory, the

SDiff3 theory carries an infinite number of component fields with an infinite-dimensional

gauge group.

Let us next ask whether there are consistent truncations for which only a subset of

the modes in (4.7) is included. A necessary consistency condition is that the Nambu

bracket (3.51) closes on this subset: the bracket of modes within the subset should again

be in the subset. This is required, for instance, so that the supersymmetry rules (2.36) that

employ the Nambu bracket yield consistent variations for the truncated fields. Of course,

the simplest consistent truncation is to the zero-modes, i.e., to fields independent of y.

However, since the gauge structure is encoded in the internal derivatives, this truncation

yields the free theory (2.31) and is hence of little interest. In order to obtain non-trivial

truncations, we use the relation (4.6) to infer that the Nambu bracket of polynomials of

degrees `1, `2 and `3 yields a polynomial of degree `1 + `2 + `3 − 2. Thus, restricting to a

finite set of modes of highest degree ` is only closed (and thereby consistent) for ` = 1. We

will see below that this truncation yields the BLG model. On the other hand, if one allows

for infinite truncations there are more possibilities as one may truncate, for instance, to

polynomials of only even degree. We leave a more detailed investigation of such truncations

and their physical significance for future work.

We now return to the unique non-trivial finite truncation of (4.7) linear in the Za, for

which the scalar and spinor fields are subjected to the (generalized Scherk-Schwarz) ansatz:

φ(x, y) = φa(x)Za(y) , ψ(x, y) = ψa(x)Za(y) . (4.9)

Here we could have included zero-mode terms, adding ϕ(x) to the scalar ansatz and sim-

ilarly for the fermions, but it turns out that such fields do not couple to the φa or ψa

as, for instance, the Nambu bracket vanishes whenever one argument is independent of y.

Thus, ϕ does not contribute to the scalar potential, and it may be verified more generally

that these fields decouple. Thus, it is sufficient to start with the ansatz (4.9). For the

vector fields, taking values in g∗, the Scherk-Schwarz ansatz is given by truncating to the

first term in (4.8), which in terms of the map π : R ∧ R → g∗ defined in (3.48) yields the

matrix-valued one-form

Uab(y) = π(Za(y), Zb(y)) = Z [a∂iZ
b]dyi , (4.10)

so that we can write for the gauge field

Aµi(x, y) = Aµab(x)Ui
ab(y) . (4.11)

In the following we will see that the action and supersymmetry rules reduce consistently

as a consequence of a consistency condition that can be viewed as generalized paralleliz-

ability [41, 42] expressed in terms of the Leibniz algebra structure on g∗. Specifically, in

terms of the Leibniz product (3.18) we require

Uab ◦ Ucd = −Xab,cd
efUef , (4.12)
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where the X are structure constants,

Xab,cd
ef ≡ Θab,ghf

gh,ef
cd , (4.13)

expressed in terms of the embedding tensor for g = so(n), whose structure constants are

fab,cdef = −2δ[a[eδ
b][cδd]f ]. Only for n = 4 can the quadratic and linear constraints for the

embedding tensor be solved, in which case Θab,cd = εabcd, and hence

Xab,cd
ef = −2 εab[c

[e δf ]d] . (4.14)

We next prove that for Uab defined in (4.10) the generalized parallelizability (4.12) indeed

holds for these structure constants. We first note that the one-forms Uab are mapped under

ϑ to the vector fields

ϑ(Uab)i = εijk∂j(Z
[a∂kZ

b]) = εijk∂jZ
a∂kZ

b . (4.15)

Thus, acting via the Lie derivative on another embedding scalar yields

Lϑ(Uab)Zc = ϑ(Uab)i∂iZ
c = {Za, Zb, Zc} = εabcdZd , (4.16)

where we used (4.6). Since the definition (4.10) of Uab is manifestly diffeomorphism co-

variant, we can immediately compute the Leibniz product from the defintion (3.9),

Uab ◦ U cd = Lϑ(Uab)U cd = (Lϑ(Uab)Z [c) dZd] + Z [c d(Lϑ(Uab)Zd])
= εab[ceZ

|e| dZd] + εab[deZ
c] dZe

= 2 εab[ce U
|e|d] .

(4.17)

This proves (4.12) for (4.14). We can also determine the symmetric bilinear form of the

embedding tensor, obtained by evaluating it on the Uab, to confirm Θ(Uab, Ucd) ∝ εabcd. To

this end we compute from the definition (3.7)

Θ(Uab, U cd) = −
∫

d3y εijkUi
ab∂jUk

cd = −
∫

d3y εijkZ [a∂iZ
b]∂jZ

c∂kZ
d

= −
∫

d3y eZ [a{Zb], Zc, Zd} =
1

4
εabcd ,

(4.18)

using (4.5) in the last step.

We will now argue that the Bandos-Townsend theory for S3 consistently reduces to

the BLG model. Abstractly, this follows immediately from the observation in [30] that

the BLG model fits into the embedding tensor approach, with precisely the embedding

tensor Θab,cd ∝ εabcd that was produced by the above reduction ansatz. However, for the

convenience of the reader we illustrate in the following the consistent reduction of various

structures.6

6See also [40] for a proof using harmonic analysis that the Chern-Simons-like action of the Bandos-

Townsend theory reduces to that of the BLG model.
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First, thanks to the relation (4.6) it is clear that all terms involving the 3-bracket (or

alternatively the 4-tensor) reduce consistently. For the covariant derivatives on, say, the

scalars one quickly finds with (4.11) and (4.16)

Dµφ = ∂µφ− ϑ(Aµ)i∂iφ

= ∂µφ
a Za − Aµab{Za, Zb, Zc}φc

= Dµφ
aZa ,

(4.19)

where

Dµφ
a = ∂µφ

a + Aµ cd ε
abcdφb , (4.20)

which is the expected covariant derivative of the BLG model. Thus, the covariantized ki-

netic terms reduce correctly. Next, let us verify that the gauge field and its supersymmetry

transformation reduces consistently. For the latter one computes with (2.36) and (4.11)

δεAµi(x, y) = −iε̄ γµ Γ̄Iπ(ψaZa, φIbXb)i

= −iε̄ γµ Γ̄IψaφIb Ui
ab

≡ δεAµab(x)Ui
ab(y) ,

(4.21)

from which we infer that the supersymmetry variation reduces consistently, with

δεAµab = −iε̄ γµ Γ̄Iψ[a φ
I
b] , (4.22)

in agreement with the expected supersymmetry rule for the gauge fields of the BLG model.

For the Chern-Simons term we note that, thanks to the Uab satisfying the algebra (4.12),

the Leibniz-Chern-Simons action (3.37) reduces to the Chern-Simons term of the BLG

model with bilinear embedding tensor (4.18). This completes our proof that the BLG

model is a consistent truncation of the Bandos-Townsend theory based on the 3-manifold

S3 and, moreover, we determined the uplift formulas to be given by (4.9) and (4.11).

We close this subsection by discussing the algebraic structure encoded in (4.12) in a

little more detail. In particular, we will clarify that, in contrast to the full SDiff3 theory

and despite appearance, the BLG model is not a ‘higher gauge theory’ but rather based on

a conventional Lie algebra. Let us first point out that the one-forms Ui
ab defined in (4.10)

are naturally related to the Killing vector fields of the round S3 metric, which can be

written as

Ki ab ≡ gijUj
ab , (4.23)

using the metric (4.3) to map a one-form to a vector. Being Killing vector fields of S3 they

naturally satisfy the so(4) algebra w.r.t. the Lie bracket,

[Kab,Kcd] = fab,cdefK
ef . (4.24)

These Killing vector fields enter the ansatz for Kaluza-Klein vector fields for compacti-

fications of (super-)gravity on S3, which thanks to this algebra relation yields an SO(4)

gauge symmetry. The relation (4.12) is the analogue to (4.24) that, however, differs in two

important (and related) respects: i) the standard so(4) structure constants enter (4.24),
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while the ‘epsilon-twisted’ structure constants (4.14) enter (4.12); ii) while the algebraic

operation on the left-hand side of (4.24) is the Lie bracket of vector fields, the structure on

the left-hand side of (4.12) is the novel Leibniz product on one-forms.

Despite these differences, and despite the fact that a Leibniz algebra generically

does not define a Lie algebra, we will now show that the ‘epsilon-twisted’ structure con-

stants (4.14) emerging from the truncation define a genuine Lie algebra. First, we write

out the Leibniz product as follows

(V ◦W )ab ≡ V cdW efXcd,ef
ab = 2V cdW e[a εcde

b] . (4.25)

This product, which by construction defines a Leibniz algebra, is not manifestly antisym-

metric. We will now show, however, that it is secretly antisymmetric and hence actually

defines a genuine Lie algebra. To this end note that by the polarization relation

{V,W} =
1

2

(
(V +W ) ◦ (V +W )− V ◦ V −W ◦W

)
, (4.26)

the symmetrized product vanishes if and only if the product vanishes on diagonal argu-

ments. Denoting such an element by Uab it follows from the Schouten identity Ue
[a εbcde] ≡ 0

together with U ee = 0 that

(U ◦ U)ab = −2Ucd Ue
[a εb]cde = 2Ucd Ue

[c εd]abe = 2 (Ucd Ue
c) εdabe = 0 , (4.27)

using in the last step that the expression in parenthesis is manifestly symmetric in its two

external indices d, e. This shows that the gauge algebra of BLG is governed by a genuine

Lie algebra. In particular, the 3-bracket that encodes the gauge structure in the sense

of L∞ algebras vanishes identically for the BLG model. Of course, this bracket should

not be confused with the ‘3-bracket’ on scalar fields, which defines in particular the scalar

potential but has nothing directly to do with the gauge algebra.

The fact that there are two different sets of structure constants characterizing the same

gauge group SO(4) can be understood as a consequence of the Lie algebra g = so(4) =

su(2)⊕ su(2) not being semi-simple and having two isomorphisms between g and g∗. The

first, i : so(n)∗ → so(n), exists for any SO(n) groups and is given by i(t̃ab) = δc[aδb]d t
cd,

where tab are the generators and t̃ab are the dual generators. For g = so(4), however, there

is a second isomorphism, ϑ : g∗ → g, given by the embedding tensor,

ϑ(t̃ab) =
1

2
εabcd t

cd . (4.28)

Thanks to ϑ being an isomorphism, the Lie algebra structure on so(4) can be transported

to a Lie algebra structure on so(4)∗, which defines the gauge algebra of the BLG model.

4.2 Scherk-Schwarz reduction and SDiff2 Yang-Mills theory

The above truncation preserves the conformal symmetry and the SO(8) R-symmetry. We

now consider a Scherk-Schwarz compactification that breaks the conformal symmetry and

breaks the R-symmetry down to SO(7), which will lead to a 3D super-Yang-Mills theory.

This example was already discussed in [6], but for completeness we now review, in the
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present formulation, the essential features of this analysis. We temporarily relabel the

SO(8) index as Î = (I, 8), where now I = 1, . . . , 7 is an SO(7) index. Moreover, we take

the 3-manifold to be M2 × S1, so that one can choose global coordinates

yi = (σα, z) , α = 1, 2 , (4.29)

where σα are coordinates on M2. Natural choices for M2 are T 2 or S2, but the following

discussion does not depend on the topology of the 2-manifold. The Scherk-Schwarz ansatz

singles out the eighths scalar and takes the form

φ8(x, y) = ϕ(x, σ) +
√
mz , (4.30)

where m is a mass scale, in agreement with the mass dimensions of the scalars being
1
2 . Thus, this ansatz breaks conformal symmetry, and it breaks SO(8) to SO(7). The

Scherk-Schwarz anzatz for all other scalar and spinor fields is trivial, declaring them to be

independent of z.

Next, we turn to the reduction of the gauge vectors, which is a little more subtle in

that only the ‘derived’ sdiff3 gauge fields sµ ≡ ϑ(Aµ) have a local reduction formula, which

simply states that the sµ are independent of z,

sµ
i(x, y) = (sµ

α(x, σ), sµ
z(x, σ)) ≡ (εαβ∂βaµ(x, σ), bµ(x, σ)) . (4.31)

For completeness we briefly discuss the non-local ansatz for the fundamental fields. To this

end we note that sµ
i = εijk∂jAµk decomposes under (4.29) as

sµ
i = (εαβ∂βAµz − εαβ∂zAµβ , εαβ∂αAµβ) , (4.32)

so that by comparison with (4.31)

bµ = εαβ∂αAµβ . (4.33)

This can be solved, non-locally, to give the ansatz for the Aµ:

Aµα(x, y) = −1

2
εαβ

∫ σ

dσ′β bµ(x, σ′) ,

Aµz(x, y) = aµ(x, σ) ,

(4.34)

assuming appropriate boundary conditions. We used in the second line that the first does

not depend on z, which with (4.32) gives the ansatz for Aµz. In the following we will see

that the gauge symmetry reduces to SDiff2, for which aµ will act as the gauge field.

Having specified the reduction ansätze, let us now work out how the various terms in

the action reduce. First, the covariant derivatives of the first seven scalars reduce as

Dµφ
I = ∂µφ

I − {aµ, φI} , (4.35)

where

{A,B} = − εαβ ∂αA∂βB (4.36)
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are Poisson brackets defining the Lie algebra sdiff2. Thus, one obtains the covariant deriva-

tive w.r.t. sdiff2. Next, for the eighths scalar φ8 the covariant derivative reduces as

Dµφ
8 = ∂µφ

8 − sµα∂αφ8 − sµz∂zφ8 , (4.37)

from which we compute with (4.30)

Dµϕ = ∂µϕ− {aµ, ϕ} −
√
mbµ . (4.38)

From this we infer that there is a Stückelberg gauge symmetry, for which the bµ are the

gauge fields,

δχϕ =
√
mχ , δχbµ = Dµχ . (4.39)

Thus, ϕ is a ‘Goldstone boson’ that can be gauged away, which in turn generates a Yang-

Mills kinetic term, as we will discuss now.

To this end, we observe that the Chern-Simons term reduces as

S = −
∫

d3x

∫
d3y εµνρ

(
Aµi∂νsρ

i +
1

3
εijksµ

isν
jsρ

k

)

= −
∫

d3x

∫
d3y εµνρ bµfνρ(a) ,

(4.40)

where

fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ − {aµ, aν} (4.41)

is the Yang-Mills field strength for sdiff2. Thus, we obtain a BF-type coupling. It is

easy to see that in an action consisting of a kinetic term based on (4.38) and a BF-type

Chern-Simons term one may eliminate bµ algebraically, which generates a Yang-Mills term

for (4.41) [43].

For the remaining couplings in the action and the supersymmetry variations we have

to inspect the reduction of the 3-bracket, which yields the sdiff2 Lie bracket:

{φI , φJ , φ8} = −√m{φI , φJ} . (4.42)

It then follows that the potential and Yukawa-couplings give the expected contribution for

a super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge algebra sdiff2. In order to verify the precise match

also for the fermions it remains to decompose the SO(8) spinor representation under the

surviving R-symmetry SO(7). Luckily, these have the same dimensions, and so the spinors

need not be decomposed. We refer to [6] for more details.

Summarizing, the above Scherk-Schwarz ansatz provides a consistent truncation of the

Bandos-Townsend theory for M2×S1, which in turn is exactly equivalent to the 3D N = 8

super-Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SDiff2. Let us emphasize that this relation is

somewhat different from that discussed in [36] for the BLG model, where the analogue of

the vector field bµ also enters with cubic couplings, so that it cannot be integrated out

exactly, but at best in some limit.
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4.3 Massive deformations

We now turn to a massive deformation of the general N = 8 SCFTs given in section 2,

which again can be formulated using only the general structures given there. In particular,

this yields a massive deformation of the Bandos-Townsend theory. In this we closely follow

the massive deformation constructed in [44, 45] for the BLG model.

The Lagrangian (2.35) is deformed by the following terms, which are proportional to

a mass parameter m,

Lm = − 1

2
m2〈φI , φI〉+

i

2
m〈ψ̄,Γ1234ψ〉 −

1

48
m tr

[
Γ1234ΓIJKL

] {
φI , φJ , φK , φL

}
, (4.43)

where Γ1234 = Γ1Γ̄2Γ3Γ̄4, such that the R-symmetry group is broken to SO(4) × SO(4).

The supersymmetry transformations (2.36) only get deformed on the spinor fields, whose

variations receive the following additional term:

δ′εψ = mΓ1234Γ
IφIε . (4.44)

In the following we discuss the proof of N = 8 supersymmetry. The variations O(m2)

of the scalar and fermion mass terms cancel directly due to (Γ1234)
2 = 1. The variations

O(m) and linear in φ originate from the δε variation of the fermionic mass term and the

δ′ε variation of the fermion kinetic term, which cancel directly. The most subtle variations

are of order O(m) and cubic in φ. They originate from:

i) the higher-order variation of the fermion mass term,

δεLψ,mass =
1

6
im{φI , φJ , φK , ψ̄}Γ1234ΓIJKε

=
1

32
im tr

[
Γ1234ΓIJKL

](2

3

{
φI , φJ , φK , ψ̄

}
ΓL−

{
φI , φJ , φP , ψ̄

}
ΓPKL

)
ε ,

(4.45)

ii) the δ′ε variation of the Yukawa couplings:

δ′εLYukawa =
1

2
im{φI , φJ , φK , ψ̄}ΓIJΓ1234ΓKε

=
1

32
im tr

[
Γ1234ΓIJKL

] (
2
{
φI , φJ , φK , ψ̄

}
ΓL+

{
φI , φJ , φP , ψ̄

}
ΓPKL

)
ε ,

(4.46)

iii) the δε variations of the quartic terms in (4.43):

δεLquartic = − 1

12
im tr

[
Γ1234ΓIJKL

] {
φI , φJ , φK , ψ̄

}
ΓL ε , (4.47)

and precisely cancel.

Note that this massive deformation preserves N = 8 supersymmetry, i.e., 16 real

supercharges. Nevertheless, the theory features only massive spin-0 and spin- 12 excitations,

which is possible thanks to a novel kind of multiplet shortening in 3D due to non-central

charges in the Poincaré superalgebra [46].

– 29 –
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5 Conclusions and outlook

We have provided a general formulation of N = 8 SCFTs that includes infinite-dimensional

gauge algebras, thereby circumventing the no-go results of [4, 5]. Intriguingly, we find that

not only do the BLG model and the Bandos-Townsend theories fit into the same general

framework, the former is actually a (consistent) subsector of the latter. The Bandos-

Townsend theories thus encode, for different choices of the 3-manifold, the BLG model for

S3 on the one hand and the SDiff2 super-Yang-Mills theory for S2 × S1 on the other. In

addition, one automatically obtains a generalization of the BLG model, whose gauge group

SO(4) is extended to an infinite-dimensional gauge symmetry. It is important to investigate

whether there are other consistent truncations of theses theories, perhaps to models with

less supersymmetry. Furthermore, it would be interesting to directly construct theories

with less supersymmetry, which may still employ Leibniz-Chern-Simons actions.

Most importantly, it remains to classify the solutions of the linear and quadratic con-

straints summarized in the introduction and thereby to classify the Lagrangian N = 8

superconformal field theories that fit into this framework. While so far we have not been

able to construct a solution that is more general than the one leading to the Bandos-

Townsend theories, a promising avenue should be to explore ‘fuzzy’ spaces like the fuzzy

3-spheres that play a role in the proposal by Basu and Harvey [47].
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